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Abstract
The Makran subduction zone in northeast and the Sumatra subduction zone (Sunda) in the
west have been known as tsunamigenic zones of the Indian Ocean. The 990 km long Makran
subduction zone is located offshore of Iran, Pakistan and Oman. Similar to many subduction zones
all over the world, the Makran accretionary prism is associated with an imbricate of thrust faults
across the zone, which may rupture due to great earthquakes. Based on some studies, it has been
suggested that the presence of young marine terraces along parts of the western Makran, Jask, and
Konarak, providing a strong evidence for the occurrence of great thrust earthquakes in the western
Makran. Besides, this region might have experienced a strong earthquake in 1483 (Mw=7.2). This
study uses 2D seismic reflection data to map the splay faults in the western Makran subduction
zone. The result of this interpretation has been presented on map showing the major splay and
normal faults, in the south and north, respectively. Furthermore, Coulomb stress changes is
calculated along the splay faults, following a hypothetical earthquake (Mw=7.2) on the
megathrust. The amount of slip that transfers from the plate boundary onto the splay faults during
large subduction earthquake and the pattern of slip partitioning between them are calculated. The
results show that the slip on Megathrust increases stress in some parts of surrounding areas. Some
splay faults are located in these areas that can be loaded in shallow depth and are likely the sources
of aftershocks. Since the slip on splay faults has a key significance in generating tsunami, their
analysis is an important issue in tsunami risk assessment. It is strongly suggested that the result of
this study is used as an input parameter for a comprehensive tsunami hazard modeling in the
Makran region.
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1. Introduction
The 990 Km long Makran subduction zone is
located offshore of Iran, Pakistan and Oman
(Mokhtari et al., 2008).
By using 2D seismic reflection data, we map
and interpret the splay faults in the western
Makran region located on the Iranian
territory. Splay faults are common features in
most accretionary prisms, growing as
sediments are added from the upper plate.
These thrust faults in accretionary prisms
may rupture due to the great subduction zone
earthquakes (Sykes and Menke, 2006). Splay
faults are also known as secondary tsunami
sources and have been responsible for a large
part of tsunami losses during the tsunamis
occurred in the past (Cummins and Kaneda,
2000).
Previous studies showed that the occurrence
*Corresponding author:

of an earthquake can affect the faults that
located in the surrounding area and by
loading them, brought them to the failure
condition. Therefore, key features of thrust
earthquake triggering, inhibition, and
clustering can be explained by Coulomb
stress changes. The slip on blind thrust faults
increases the stress on some nearby zones,
particularly above the source fault. Blind
thrusts can thus trigger the slip on secondary
faults at shallow depth and typically produce
broadly distributed aftershocks (King et al.,
1994; Lin and Stein, 2004). Based on Lin and
Stein (2004), subduction zone ruptures are
calculated to promote normal faulting events
in the outer rise and to promote thrustfaulting events on the periphery of the
seismic rupture and its downdip extension.
b.m.asayesh@gmail.com
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Thus, the occurrence of an earthquake on the
megathrust could transfer stress on the splay
faults where known as secondary tsunami
sources.
This study interprets the seismic profiles
indicated on Figure 1 and map the
splay faults along the western Makran.
Then, Coulomb stress changes and its
effects on splay faults based on a
hypothetical earthquake (Mw=7.2) in this
region is calculated in order to assess
the transferred stress on the surrounding
faults.
2. Tectonic and seismotectonic setting of
the Makran Accretionary Prism
The east-west trending Makran Subduction
zone with 990 km length is located offshore
of Iran, Pakistan and Oman. The Makran
subduction zone marks a zone of
convergence where the oceanic crust of the
Oman Sea is subducting beneath the Eurasian
continental plate since early Cretaceous
(Farhoudi and Karig, 1977). The Plate
Boundaries in Makran region are: (i) The
Zendan-Minab Fault System that represents
the eastern boundary of the Arabian Plate
(Figure 1), (ii) the Oranch Fault Zone that is
part of the Eurasian–Indian plate boundary
complex (Figure 1), and (iii) the NE–SW
trending Murray Ridge System in the
northern Arabian Sea extends for about 750
km.
Unlike most of the other accretionary
complexes in the world, there is no obvious
trench developed in front of the Makran
Accretionary Complex (Mokhtari et al.,
2008). The absence of trench in this region
can be due to the fact that the subduction
angle at the accretionary front is very low
that could be due to the existence of
thick sediments with low compaction or it
might be caused by high deposition rate. It
seems that the first reason may be more
plausible.
The rate of convergence along the Makran
boundary increases slightly from the west

towards the east (DeMets et al., 1990).
Average Convergence rate in the Makran
subduction zone is about 4 cm/yr that
increases from 3.65 cm/yr in west to 4.2
in the east. Moreover, GPS measurements
suggest that the lowest subduction rate
of Oman plate beneath the Eurasian plate
occurs in the west at about 1.95 cm/yr while
the highest rate occurs at about 2.7 cm/yr in
the east (Vernant et al., 2004). Based on
Zarifi (2006), the direction of compressional
stress axis is rotating along the Makran
subduction zone. The western Makran stress
field is under the influence of the collision
between Arabia and Eurasia, while the
eastern Makran stress field is affected by
Indian-Eurasian collision. The Makran
subduction zone exhibits a strong
segmentation between east and west in its
seismic behavior. The plate boundary in
eastern Makran has ruptured in large and
great thrust earthquake of 1945 and currently
experiences small- and moderate-sized thrust
earthquakes. On the contrary, western
Makran exhibits no well-documented great
earthquakes in historic times, and modern
instrumentations are not detecting any
shallow events along the plate boundary
(Byrne et al., 1992).
The present-day Makran accretionary prism
located in offshore part of Iran has almost a
triangular wedge geometry (Figures 2, 3 and
4), and displays active thrust faults. The main
phase of deformation of the imbricate fan at
the front of the Makran accretionary prism
occurred during the Late Miocene to Late
Pliocene (Grando and McClay, 2007). The
present day geometry of the seabed indicates
that most of the fault-propagation folds are
still active, and displayed surface topography
on the seabed, suggesting that the
accretionary prisms is suffering from the
current deformations. Based on Grando and
McClay (2007), since the Pliocene–
Pleistocene, the coastal Makran and the midslope area have experienced uplift, normal
faulting and ductile flows.
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Figuree 1. Generalizeed map of the Makran subduction zone. Thhe blue dots sho
ow earthquake epicenters. Strraight lines
numberedd 1-5 are the seeismic lines. Soolid lines indicaate faults in wesstern Makran Abbreviations
A
on the inset:
AFP; Afr
frican Plate, AR
RP; Arabian Plate,
P
AS; Arabbian Sea, COF
FS; Chaman Oranch
O
Fault Syystem, CS;
Caspian Sea,
S GA; Gulf of Aden, GO; Gulf
G of Oman, INO; Indian Ocean,
O
INP; Inddian Plate, MAW
W; Makran
Accretionnary Wedge, OM
MFZ; Owen Murray
M
Fault Zonne, PG; Persiann Gulf, RS; Red
d Sea, ZSZ; Zaggros Suture
Zone.

Figuree 2. Seismic prrofile (line 5) across
a
the westtern sector of thhe Makran acccretionary prism
m. Splay faults (right) and
Normal faaults (left) aree interpreted annd overlain onn the profile. Blue dots inddicate epicenterrs of three
earthquakees. The locatioon of seismic profile
p
is show
wn on the inset (see also Figuure 1 for locatiion). Some
bedding pllanes are also shhown in colored lines to help interpretations.
i

3. Daata and meth
hodology
In thhis study, 2-D
D seismic data
d
are usedd to
interppret splay faults
f
distribbuted along and
acrosss the westeern Makran. These seissmic

profiles gath
hered under auspices of National
Iranian Oil Company
y in 20000 using
conventional
marinee
2D
seismic
methodologyy.
These
ppart
of
are
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PC2000pproject that covers bothh the Persiann
Gulf annd Oman Sea. These data aree
interpretted using ‘SM
MT’ seismicc interpretingg
data pacckage. Seism
mic earthquaake data aree
collectedd from the International
I
l Institute of
Earthquaake Engineeering and Seismologyy
(IIEES) and Interrnational Seismologica
S
al
(
Unforrtunately, duue to seismicc
Center (ISC).
network without adequate
a
aziimuth, thesee
earthquaake data havee uncertaintyy of locations
and deptth.
In order to compute Coulomb strress changess,
me the occuurrence of ann earthquakee
we assum
of Mw=7.2 in the region. We neeed to remindd
that the occurrence of such a hypotheticaal
event iss quite plaausible considering thee
historicaal seismicity
y in the easstern Makrann
and thee tectonic setting of the Makrann
subductiion zone.
4. Identiified faults and
a their seiismicity
We recoognized several faults in
i the studyy
area (seee Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4). These faults
can be generally diivided into two groupss.
The firstt group is spplay faults thhat are thrusst
and begiin from trencch side in thee south wheree
that indiicates the front
fr
of the accretionaryy
prism annd continues northward too the Makrann
coast. Thhe second grroup is norm
mal faults thaat
are locaated far behhind the fronnt along thee
Makran coast. Somee of the splay faults cuut
two horiizons that innterpreted as seafloor andd
bottom ssimulating reeflector. How
wever, manyy
of them have not reached
r
the seafloor andd
ffected the Pliocene Makran
M
sands
only aff
(Figures 2, 3 and 4). Previous stuudies indicatee
that sincce the Plioceene–Pleistoceene times thee
coastal M
Makran and the mid-sloppe area havee
experiennced uplift, normal faulting
f
andd

Grando and McClay,
M
20077). As
ducctile flow (G
the horizontal distances between seeismic
proofiles are larrge, the horrizontal exteension
of faults due to the unceertainty has been
shoown by dasshed lines. However, it is
impportant to mention
m
that despite this, the
splaay faults thatt have been shown in thee map
cann be used witth an acceptaable resolutioon for
the future tsunami hazard assessment
purrposes.
It has
h long beenn known thatt splay faultss exist
in most
m subducttion zones (S
Sykes and Menke,
M
20006; Ryan and
d Scholl, 1989). According to
Sykkes and Meenke (2006),, splay faultts are
com
mmon in most moddern accretiionary
prissms, which grow as sed
diments are added
from
m the upper plate. The seediment withh high
volume can be a suitable plaace for the growth
g
of splay faults (Figures 2, 3 and 4). These
m be
thruust faults inn accretionarry prisms may
rupptured due to
t the greaat earthquakkes in
subbduction zonee.
Thee present day
d
seismiciity in Makrran is
spaarse. Modeerate to large
l
magnnitude
eartthquakes aree either relaated to the down
going slab at
a intermed
diate depthhs or
M
(e.g. 1765,
supperficial in thhe eastern Makran
18551 and 1945
5 earthquakees), while western
Maakran is maarked with almost no high
seissmicity in thhe coastal arrea at presennt, but
migght have exp
perienced a strong earthquake
in 1483 (Ambbraseys andd Melville, 1982;
Byrrne et al., 19992). Furtherrmore, Page et al.
(19979) have suuggested thaat the presennce of
youung marine terraces aloong parts of
o the
wesstern Makraan, Jask, and
a
Konarakk are
prooviding a strong evvidence forr the
occcurrence of great
g
thrust earthquakes
e
in the
wesstern Makrann.

Figure 3. Seismic profile (line 4) acrosss the western sector of the Makran
M
accretioonary prism. Spplay faults (right) and
Normal faultss (left) are shoown. Blue circlles indicate occurred earthquuakes in the reggion. The locaation of
seismic profilee is shown on thhe right up and also in Figure 1.
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Figuree 4. Seismic prrofile (line 1) across
a
the westtern sector of thhe Makran acccretionary prism
m. Splay faults (right) and
Normal faaults (left) are shhown. Blue circcles are occurreed earthquakes. The location of
o seismic profille is shown
in right up
p and also in Figgure 1.

5. Cooulomb Failu
ure Stress Changes
C
Basedd on King et
e al. (1994) various critteria
have been used too characterizze the conditiions
underr which failuure occurs inn rocks. One of
the m
more widely used is the Coulomb
C
faiilure
criterrion. The Co
oulomb stresss change ΔCFF
is deffined by:
ΔCFF = Δτ

μ Δσ
σ

ΔP

(1)

wheree ΔCFF is thhe change in failure stresss on
the reeceiver fault caused by sllip on the souurce
fault((s), Δτ is the change in shear stresss on
the rreceiver faullt (reckonedd positive when
w
shearred in the dirrection of faault slip), Δσ
σ is
changge in normal stress actingg on the receeiver
fault (positive if the fault is unclamped),
u
, ΔP
is thhe pore fluuid pressurre (positive in
extennsion), and µ is the fricction coefficcient
(Mouuyen et al., 2010;
2
Parsonns et al., 1999).
Pore fluid presssure modifiees the effecctive
mal stress accross the faailure plane,, as
norm
show
wn in Equatio
on (1), so with
w
introduccing
the eeffective coeefficient of friction
f
µ’=µ
µ(1B), inn which B is
i the Skem
mpton coefficcient
(that varies from
m 0 to 1) (Kiing et al., 19
994;
e al., 2009),, we
Mouyyen et al., 20010; Cattin et
will have:
h
ΔCFF = Δτ

μ′Δσ
σ

(2)

The S
Skempton co
oefficient linkks the changge in
pore pressure to the
t change in
i normal strress.
CFF
For a detailedd description of ΔC
compputation, see Cattin et al. (2009).
Folloowing Parsonns et al. (19999) we tendd to
assum
me a high coefficient off friction (~
~0.8)

for continenttal thrust fau
ults, moderatte friction
(0.4) for strrike-slip or unknown faaults, and
very low fricction (>0.2) for major traansforms,
such as the
t
San Andreas
A
fauult. The
correspondence betweeen the off-fault
aftershocks and the caalculated uncclamping
for the Whitttier Narrowss earthquake suggests
that the afftershocks of
o thrust faaults are
sensitive to normal stresss changes. T
Thus, the
apparent frriction coeffficient, µ', in the
Coulomb strress equationn would apppear to be
high for thru
ust faults, perhaps about 0.8. This
inference has
h
also beeen made for
f
other
thrusts and for strike-sslip faults with
w
little
ps because youthful
cumulative slip, perhap
a 1999;
fault surfacees are rough (Parsons et al.,
Toda and Steein, 2003).
6. Discussio
on
6.1. Pre-streess state and
d angle betw
ween the
main and th
he branching faults
Kame et al.
a (2003) suggested that the
tendency off a fault to branch deppends on
three parameeters:
1) The orieentation of the local pre-stress
p
field
2) The ruptuure velocity
3) The ang
gle betweenn the main and the
branching faaults.
The processes of shear stress
s
build up in the
contact zonee in Makrann subductionn zone is
very slow (Z
Zarifi, 2006).. It takes alm
most 1400
years until the shear sttress in the strongly
coupled partt of the slab interface reaaches the
yield point (Zarifi, 20006). However, this
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calculatiion cannot be the reepresentativee
of the rrecurrence time
t
for an earthquakee,
since it did not co
onsider anyy complexityy
regardinng the frictional behaviorr, preexistingg
ue to the occurrence of
stress orr loading du
other earthquakes
e
in this segment of
subductiion. We havve measuredd dip angles
from thhe one postt stack deppth migratedd
profile sshown in Figure
F
2 (Liine No 5 inn
Figure 11). We deterrmine that thhe branchingg
angle off the splay had the raange of φ =
15° to 35° , with avverage of 255°. Assumingg
that thhe principaal precomppression is
horizonttal, we can equate
e
Ψ to the slope of
the platee interface at
a the junctioon where thee
splay bbranches offf into the sedimentaryy
wedge, aagain, dependding on proffile No 5, thaat
gives Ψ = 7°. Thuss, this case is closest too
ws of panelss,
Figure 55, first and second row

althhough Ψ iss somewhatt smaller inn the
sim
mulations sho
own there. Splay faultss with
shaarper dip (φ
φ = 35°) arre located at
a the
fronnt of the acccretionary prism.
p
Inner splay
faults show shallower angles. Simultaaneous
ruppture propagation onn both faults
(meegathrust and splay
y faults) after
bifuurcation willl be more diifficult for sm
maller
branching anglee due to thee stress interaaction
thatt suppressess rupture onn the other fault
throough stress shadowing.
s
Whhen rupture velocity is
i low, offf-fault
streessing is noot high enoough to conntinue
ruppture on the branching faault and the weak
streess shadow
wing from the main fault
prevails. As ruupture velociity increasess, offs that the ruupture
fault stresses arre enhanced so
on the branchhing fault can continuue to
proopagate indeffinitely (Figuure 5).

Figure 5. Diagram of finnal rupture tracces in the vicinity of the intersection for casees with low incclination of
,Ψ =
13°.
indicates the lengtth of arrested ruupture once dynnamically nucleeated. BB indiccates branching behind
2
(Kame et al., 2003).
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large earthquake on the megathrust, it will be
possible that splay faults to be loaded and
cause moderate or large aftershocks and
consequently moderate or large tsunami. For
investigation of transferred stress due to the
occurred earthquakes on megathrust fault in
surrounding area specially on splay faults, we
attribute an earthquake with magnitude
Mw=7.2 to the megathrust fault and then
calculate the stress change due to this
earthquake on splay faults. Occurrence of an
earthquake with this magnitude are possible
based on historical evidences and studies
(Ambraseys and Melville, 1982; Byrne et al.,
1992; Page et al., 1979). Table (1) shows the
characteristics of this earthquake. By using
well-known relations in Wells and
Coppersmith (1994) and Hanks and
Kanamory (1979), we calculate length,
width, moment and displacement for this
hypothetical earthquake (Table 2).
Based on data from Tables (1) and (2) and
modeling parameters that are summarized in
Table (3), we calculated Coulomb stress
changes on splay faults as receiver faults
(for µ’=0.4 and µ’=0.8), and results are
shown respectively (Figures 6 and 7). As
argued before, using 0.8 as a friction
coefficient in the subduction zones has a
reliable result. However, we used both 0.4
and 0.8 as a friction coefficient to compare
the results, and we observed that for µ’=0.8
the off-fault lobes of stress change in crosssections are larger than end-fault lobes
(Figures 6 and 7).

Among other parameters, it will be important
to know the pre-stress state along the fault
system and, particularly, principal directions
near any branching junctions. These stress
directions should include not only the
regional tectonic stress field, but also the
effects from previous earthquakes on the
fault system, which may cause strong local
deviations from the larger-scale stress field
(Kame et al., 2003).
Fukao (1979) indicated that rupture
propagation onto splay faults within
accretionary wedges is one of the main
mechanisms for generating large tsunamis. In
fact, different studies have shown that the
total slip during a large megathrust
earthquake can be partitioned between the
subduction-zone plate boundary and splay
faults within the accretionary wedge (e.g.,
Baba et al., 2006). The amount of slip that
transfers from the plate boundary onto splay
faults during large subduction earthquakes
and the pattern of slip partitioning between
them can be an important issue in view of
tsunami hazard assessment, because the
seafloor uplift due to splay faults is relatively
larger, resulting in large tsunamis.
6.2. Coulomb stress changes due to
hypothetical
earthquake along
the
Makran megathrust
As mentioned in the previous sections, splay
faults are known as secondary tsunami
sources, and most of the moderate to large
aftershocks usually occur on them. After a

Table 1. Source parameters for assumed earthquake.

Lat.

Lon.

Depth (km)

Magnitude (Mw)

Azimuth

Dip

Rake

24.77

58.80

10

7.2

270

7

90

Table 2. Length, width, moment and slip for this hypothetical earthquake by using well-known relations in Wells and
Coppersmith (1994) and Hanks and Kanamory (1970, 1979).

Length (km)

57

Width (km)

22

2

Area (km )

1254
18

Moment (*10 )N.M

0.708

Minimum Slip (m)

0.8

Maximum Slip (m)

1.77

Mean Slip (m) (used for calculation)

1.25
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Tablee 3. Modeling parameters
p
for computing
c
∆

Poisson ratio
Shear moduluus
Grid size
Friction coeffficient (
Target planess (strike/dip/raake)

In Figurres 6 and 7, we considerr that the slipp
on
meegathrust
increases
stress
onn
surroundding areas. Therefore,
T
slip on thrusst
faults caan trigger sliip on seconddary faults at
a
shallow depth such as splay faaults that aree
located in the increeased stress zones. Our
calculatiion in this study shows that the slipp
on megaathrust enhan
nces stress inn areas wheree
there arre both norrmal and thrust
t
faultss.

.

0.225
300,0000 bar
1km
m
0.4&
&0.8
270/35/90

Hennce, we can conclude thhat after occuurring
hyppothetical slip on megathrust, the
occcurrence of aftershocks with normaal and
riveers mechaniisms along splay faultts are
posssible. Accorrdingly, it cann be consideered as
a hazard,
h
becau
use they occur in the ssallow
splaay faults firsst and also have
h
capabillity to
cauuse tsunami.

Figure 6. Coulomb stress changes due to the hypothettical earthquakee (Mw=7.2) asssumed at depth
h of 10 km for µ’=0.4.
2 Km). Cross section along the
t AA'
Top three mapp views show stress change att three differentt depth (0, 10, 20
profile are shoown at bottom right-hand.
r
Meggathrust and Spplay faults are shown
s
in all maap views. Locattions of
the hypotheticcal earthquake are
a shown with black star.

Figure 7. Coulomb stresss changes due to
t hypothetical earthquake (M
Mw=7.2) assumeed at depth of 10
1 km for µ’=0.8. Top
three map vieews show stress change at thrree different deepth (0, 10, 20
0 Km). Cross section
s
along thhe AA'
profile are shoown at bottom right-hand.
r
Meggathrust and Spplay faults are shown
s
in all maap views. Locattions of
the hypotheticcal earthquake are
a shown with black star.
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7. Conclusions
Earthquakes that occur in subduction zones
are so important because the largest
earthquakes occur in this region and they can
cause tsunamis. Identifying of splay faults in
the subduction zones will be useful because
of seismic hazard and tsunami hazard. These
faults based on studies conducted elsewhere
on the other subduction zones have been
indicated as a major contributor for tsunami
strengthening factor mainly in local sense.
We used seismic data and distribution of
earthquakes in the Makran to identify splay
faults in this region. These seismic data have
been utilized in mapping the splay faults in
the western Makran region about which we
do not have enough knowledge because of
less earthquake data. We have measured the
branching angle of the splay faults. They
have the range φ = 15° to 35°, with average
of 25° and Ψ = 7°. Splay faults with sharper
dip (φ = 35°) are located at the front of the
accretionary prism, and inner splay faults
show gentle angles. These angles can be used
in simulations of final rupture traces in the
vicinity of the intersection and other studies
about tsunami hazard modeling.
In order to investigate the effect of large
earthquake due to megathrust fault in the
splay faults, we calculated the Coulomb
stress changes due to a hypothetical
earthquake that can occur in this fault. Our
calculation showed that the transferred stress
due to the hypothetical earthquake can affect
the splay faults and at some parts of these
splay faults that are located in front of the
accerationary prism, and have sharp angles,
the coulomb stress changes are positive.
Therefore, after occurring of an earthquake
along the megathrust, some parts of these
splay faults are loaded and are the most
vulnerable places for aftershocks and future
events. Because these splay faults can be
assumed as the secondary sources of tsunami,
it is strongly recommended that these faults,
their angle, and patterns of distributed
Coulomb stress changes on them to be
included for a more comprehensive tsunami
hazard modeling.
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